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How can we apply our fascination for traditional mechanics and craft tools into state-of-the art design? This 
quest was the starting point for the products of lighting label Tonone, known for the use of characteristic 
construction tools as a visual and a functional basis for innovative product design. This vision was well 
illustrated by the design of the first Tonone-line up: the Bolt-series, rapidly followed by the sturdy lamp 
Mr. Tubes, the hand blown glass series Atlas and Ella, the smart serie Orbit. In 2018 Tonone introduced the 
serie the Beads followed by the in    

Today the design team’s vision is still committed to apply traditional craft tools and mechanics in innovative 
light design. Although the handwriting of De Groof and his team is still to be described as bold and 
functional, the newly introduced light designs have evaluated to a slick, unadomed and smart lightconcept. 
Even when there is no visibility of the used mechanics, Tonone’s signature is still recognized in every next 
step of its lighting design.  

Tonone was founded in 2013 by designer Anton de Groof and is based in The Netherlands. The Tonone 
design team works together with local craftsmen to produce their products. During the design- and the 
production process the entire life cycle of the products is taken into account when it comes to sustainability, 
efficiency and logistics.

ABOUT TONONE





Starting point for the products of Tonone is the passion for traditional mechanics. The first product line 

that resulted from this fascination is the lamp series ‘Bolt’.

Key element in this industrial series is the joint construction that can be adjusted with a wingnut-shaped 

tool. Besides being a functional tool, this wingnut is integrated in the design of the lamp itself as a 

distinctive visual element.

The Bolt series is available in 18 different models and in 10 colors with the introduction of 2 new 

colors: Daybreak Rose and Sunny Yellow.

Design 2013 by Anton de Groof

THE BOLT COLLECTION
relax it’s just a lamp











The Tonone Beads is a lamp, designed to fit in every environment. The modest look of the armature, 

shines when it comes to functionality. With it’s 360 degrees dimmable LED range, Beads is a solution for 

every situation. The Beads is available as a pendant, ceiling, wall, floor or table lamp. 

 

Anton de Groof: “One day at the beach my daughter was stringing beads. I looked at her and the beads 

caught my eye, the shape, the simplicity. What if we convert this into a functional lighting design? 

After this, the Beads was born.” 

Design by Anton de Groof 2018

THE BEADS COLLECTION
FEEL THE BEADS











ELLA

A hand-blown glass shade is supported by a sturdy steel tripod stand, underlining it’s strong, graphic 

yet elegant and light character. Both the transparent and the neutral grey shades provide a soft glow, 

and work harmoniously with the black or white stand colors and brass details.

Design by Anton de Groof 2016





ATLAS

The combination of an aluminium or brass hinge mechanism with a transparent hand-blown glass shade 

creates a constructive lamp with a poetic character. By unfolding the hinge mechanism to an upright 

position, the glass shade is hold up while it rests on the construction. 

Atlas comes in two sizes; a big shade of 450 mm wide and a smaller shade of 350 mm wide.

Design by Anton de Groof 2015





ORBIT

For its products Tonone often finds inspiration in old or existing mechanical techniques. For the creation 

of lamp Orbit the design team looked at the techniques used in the sailing world. Just like a sailboat’s 

rigging that hold the mast in place, the Orbit lamp stands firmly because it is supported by three stays. 

In this way a large floor lamp is created, but without a massive appearance.

The self-designed LED light source, the shade inspired by navigating by the stars, and the fact that the 

lamp is shippable in a compact box, makes Orbit an elegant, unique and clever design.

Design by Anton de Groof 2018





MR TUBES LED

Mr. Tubes is a sturdy lamp design that combines pure functionality with graphical aesthetics. The 

black- or white coated steel construction holds the led tubes and gives the lamp an industrial look; a 

straightforward design suitable for various locations. The lamp is dimmable and the adjustable steel 

cables make it possible to hang the lamp at any height.

 

Mr. Tubes is available as a pendant single, double, floor, wall and chandelier. Or build your own with the  

Mr. Tubes Led Connect.   

Design by Anton de Groof 2019
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